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industrial technology advances

Residual sign prediction in transform domain
for next-generation video coding
alexey filippov1, vasily rufitskiy1, alexander karabutov1 and jianle chen2

In this paper, we present a technique that is known as Residual Sign Prediction in Transform Domain (TDRSP) and is aimed
at increasing compression performance by reducing the bits overhead of residue sign. These signs are typically coded by entropy
coders in bypass mode that results in the high cost of sign bins which require 1 bit per bin in a bitstream. TDRSP allows us to
reduce this cost by predicting residue signs so that the probability of a guess is significantly higher than 50. Hence, arithmetic
coding with contexts becomes applicable to the signs. In contrast to Residual Sign Prediction (RSP) performed in spatial domain,
TDRSP avoids switching between domains and carries out calculations completely in transform domain to efficiently decrease
the computational complexity of RSP. Simulations performed on top of Versatile Video Coding test model reference software
(VTM-1.0) in accordance with the Joint Video Experts Team common test conditions show that more than 2.0 and up to 1.8
of the Bjøntegaard Delta rate can be achieved for All Intra and Random Access configurations, respectively.
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I . I NTRODUCT ION

Entropy coding is one of the fundamental processing stages
aimed at increasing the compression performance of video
codecs. Currently, ISO/IECMPEG and ITU-T VCEG stan-
dards such as AVC/H.264 (Main profile and higher) as well
as HEVC/H.265 use Context-Adaptive Binary Arithmetic
Codec (CABAC) as an entropy coding engine. CABAC
typically provides bit-rate savings of 9–14 relative to
Context-Adaptive Variable-Length Coding (CAVLC) at the
same objective video quality [1]. It is worth noting that
transform coefficients significantly contribute to bit-rate of
video streams produced by AVC/H.264 and HEVC/H.265
encoders. Thus, to reduce the bit-rate related to transform
coefficient coding, probabilities (frequencies) of each rele-
vant syntax element should be accurately modeled to pro-
vide, in turn, their estimations to the CABAC arithmetic
coding engine for achieving higher compression ratios. In
this case, binary strings (bins), which have equiprobable
states, are challenging for CABAC since they are coded in
bypass mode and, hence, cannot take advantage of arith-
metic coding. Among different syntax elements belonging
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to quantized transform coefficients, their signs are rep-
resented as bins with equiprobable values and, therefore,
require 1 bit per sign that increases a bit-rate of produced
video streams.

One of themechanisms that can realize it is sign data hid-
ing (SDH) initially proposed in [2] and improved in [3]. The
last modification was included in the HM (HEVC Model)
software starting from version 6.0 and finally adopted into
the HEVC/H.265 standard. Briefly, the basic idea behind
SDH is to remove some of “expensive” residual signs at the
cost of distortion increase caused by hiding the sign val-
ues in the sums of quantized transform coefficients within
either a transform unit (TU) or a coefficient group (CG)
of 4 × 4 size in transform domain. To derive the sign val-
ues, parity of these sums is checked at decoder side. This
approach is well substantiated from the view point of the
RD theory and enables low-complexity implementations on
encoder and especially decoder.

However, it does not take into account specific proper-
ties of block-based partitioning mechanism that is typical
for hybrid video coding used in particular by standards of
the H.26x series. As known, transform coding is used to
reduce spatial correlation of residual signal within a block.
However, pixels on the boundary between blocks have high
correlation that in fact is a source of redundancy not yet
utilized directly even by the latest video coding standard
such as HEVC/H.265. This paper addresses this problem
by predicting signs of residues exploiting property of spa-
tial correlation between adjacent samples of neighboring
blocks and calculating a cost function based on estimating
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discontinuities over block boundaries. In particular, we
demonstrate that the cost function can be efficiently cal-
culated only in transform domain, i.e. avoiding switching
between these domains for the sake of reducing computa-
tional complexity.

This paper is based on the results presented in the
Joint Video Experts Team (JVET) of ITU-T VCEG (Visual
Coding Experts Group) and ISO/IEC MPEG (Moving Pic-
ture Experts Group) as proposals for the emerging Ver-
satile Video Coding (VVC/H.266) standard. This tech-
nique known as Residual Sign Prediction in Transform
Domain (TDRSP) was part of the joint Huawei, Samsung,
GoPro, and HiSilicon responses [4, 5] to the Joint Call
for Proposals (CfP) on Video Compression with Capabil-
ity beyond HEVC issued by JVET in October 2017 [6]. In
addition, TDRSPwas and is being studied in the JVETCore
Experiment on quantization and coefficient coding [7, 8].

I I . OVERV IEW

A) Transform coefficients prediction
techniques
As mentioned above, an inherent fundamental problem of
block-based approach to still picture and video coding is
blockiness referred to as blocking artifacts. In fact, they are
discontinuities along block boundaries. Being perceptually
annoying, they adversely affect subjective quality, especially,
for low bit-rates when they become extraordinarily visible.
To remedy this issue, post-processing or in-loop deblock-
ing filters are used [9, 10]. As shown in Fig. 1, these filters
usually take several (e.g., four) samples closest to a block
on both sides of its boundary to analyze the drop between
blocks and to make a decision to apply a filter to the ulti-
mate samples or not. If decided to perform deblocking, its
strength should be selected as well before applying the filter
to the samples.

Deblocking filter can both provide significant objective
gain and considerably improve the subjective quality of

lossy compressed pictures [9, 10]. However, it impacts a
very limited number of samples within large blocks such as
64 × 64 or 32 × 16. In particular, samples in the block center
are usually not affected by deblocking filters.

On the other hand, before blocking, artifacts are fil-
tered out, these discontinuities can be utilized to reduce
rate of bit-streams generated by a codec. In particular, DC
coefficients can be estimated by exploiting this interblock
redundancy using different criteria thatmeasure differences
between pixels along block boundaries [11–13]. As these
criteria, the following metrics can be used:

• minimum edge difference (MED) defined as MED =∑
i
∑

j d
2
1,i,j +

∑
i
∑

j d
2
2,i,j (d1,i,j and d2,i,j are explained in

Fig. 2) and applied either locally (i.e. a given block) [11] or
to a whole image [12];

• maximum a posterior (MAP) estimation with the Huber
minimax function, which preserves the discontinuity of
the pixels values across the high activity areas and the edge
locations minimizing discontinuities on all boundaries of
image [13].

Since the only prediction mechanism used in JPEG is
applied to DC coefficients that are coded as differences
of a DC coefficient of a given block and the DC coeffi-
cient of the previous one [14], these techniques were orig-
inally applied to and tested using still images compressed
by JPEG-compliant codec [12].

The next step was to use this paradigm for increasing
compression efficiency of video coding. So, prediction of
DC andAC coefficients of intra-coded blocks was proposed
for MPEG- 1, MPEG-2, and H.263 bit-streams in [15]. The
DC coefficient for a current block is predicted by the DC
value of its either left or above neighboring block based
on the comparison of horizontal and vertical gradients.
A similar mechanism is applied to AC coefficients of top
row and left column. Although a straightforward predic-
tion mechanism was used, this method demonstrated over
26 improvement in coding efficiency of CIF resolution for

Fig. 1. Deblocking filtering.
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Fig. 2. Definitions of d1,i,j and d2,i,j [13].

Fig. 3. Previous neighboring blocks used in improved DC prediction [15].

intra-coded video object planes as compared with H.263
(Fig. 3).

Further refinement of prediction mechanisms for DCT
coefficients was presented in [16–18] where it was shown
that for the vertical boundary of blocks, the DC coefficient
of block k + 1 was expressed through the DC coefficient of a
left block and the differences of AC coefficients of these two
blocks as follows:

c(k+1)
1,1 ≈ N2

M

M∑

j=0

(
ρ

(k)
0,j − ρ

(k+1)
0,j

) + c(k)1,1 ,

where c1,1 is DC coefficient, ρi,j is AC part of pixel values.
A similar method of using boundary disparity and AC

coefficients for this purposewas presented in [17]. This tech-
nique computes the difference of the sum of pixels of two
boundary columns (or rows), one belonging to the current
block and the other to a previous block, and then manipu-
lates it in the direct cosine transform (DCT) domain so that
the average of the coded differences for the whole image is
near zero [17]. The experimental results reportedly demon-
strated that this technique reduces the average JPEG DC
residual by about 75 for images compressed at the default
quality level [17] (Fig. 4).

Another view on the problem of predicting DCT coef-
ficients was presented by H. Kondo et al that proposed to
predict signs of DCT coefficients rather than their mag-
nitudes [19]. In this case, Laplacian operator was used as
a smoothness cost function that allowed the authors to

Fig. 4. Exploring inter-row/column redundancy for dc [17].

decrease bit-rate of JPEG-coded pictures by 0.1–0.2 bit/pixel
on average [19]. In [20], a similar approach was described
where an entropy-coded flag indicates whether a sign is cor-
rectly predicted or not. It resulted in increasing compression
ratio of 3–9 that corresponds to up to 0.5 dB improvement
in PSNR [20].

Estimation of the difference between neighboring sam-
ples of adjacent blocks could be performed with considera-
tion of directionality, i.e. samples to calculate the differences
for a boundary may belong to a direction, which is non-
orthogonal to the boundary. In [16], values of differences
are derived from pairs of samples in such a manner that
samples within these pairs could have diagonal adjacency.
Particularly, three sets of pixel pairs corresponding to one
orthogonal-to-boundary direction and two diagonal direc-
tions are considered. The smoothest direction is selected in
accordance with the minimum value of the mean squared
error. As shown in Fig. 5, three sets of pixel pairs in two
adjacent columns (rows) are considered that correspond to
horizontal (vertical) and two diagonal directions.

According to experimental results of [16], it is reported
that by using this approach the quality of still images com-
pressed by JPEG could be increased up to 1.1 dB.

I I I . S IGN PRED ICT ION IN SPAT IAL
DOMA IN

A) RSP technique in spatial domain
The technique initially proposed in [21] estimates the signs
of a block frompixels in neighboring blocks and encodes the
difference (0: same, 1: not same) between estimated signs
and true signs by CABAC. If the signs are well estimated,
the difference tends to be “0”, and they are efficiently
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Fig. 5. Three patterns over a block boundary for two horizontally neighboring blocks [16].

Fig. 6. Overview of sign estimation [21].

entropy-coded by CABAC. The concept of this tool is illus-
trated in Fig. 6.

In general, there is a high correlation among pixels at
the boundary of a current block and those of neighboring
blocks. The technique proposed in [21] predicts the signs of
DCT coefficients of the current block using this property.

When there are N non-zero coefficients in the current
block, the number of possible combinations of these signs is
2N . The proposed technique compares reconstructed pixels
at the upper and left boundaries of the current block using
every combination of signs with pixels extrapolated from
neighboring blocks. The combination of signs which mini-
mizes the square error is defined as estimated signs.

A comparison of the method proposed in [21] with the
conventional H.264/AVC sign coding is shown in Fig. 7.

The steps of the technique in [21] are given in Table 1
where syntax element names are typed in bold.

Fig. 7. Comparison of conventional sign coding with the technique proposed in [21].
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Table 1. Steps of technique proposed in [21].

1 Sorting of coefficients Coefficients are sorted by their absolute
value of level

2 Sign estimation Signs of coefficients are estimated as
illustrated in Fig. 6

Specifically, there is the limitation of
maximum number of signs to be
estimated. Up to first M signs in the
sorted coefficients are estimated,
where M is equal to 4 for 4 × 4 block
and 6 for 8 × 8 block. The reason for
this limitation is that the estimation
result of a sign of coefficient with small
level tends to be wrong.

The fast sign estimation method is
introduced in order to reduce
computational complexity.

3 Entropy coding Exclusive OR operation is performed to
the first Mth signs of the sorted
coefficients and their estimated values.
The result, coeff_sign_diff is encoded
using CABAC process.

Other signs are encoded using the bypass
process of CABAC (i.e. encoding
process of coeff_sign_flag).

Fig. 8. Pixels used to derive cost value in [22].

B) Residual coefficient sign prediction
InOctober 2016, F.Henry andG.Claire proposed a sign pre-
diction technique based on discontinuity measure between
reconstructed and neighbor blocks [22]. One of the differ-
ences with [21] is that sign estimation is performed in [21]
using L2 norm (sum of squared differences, SSD), while [23]
uses L1 norm (sum of absolute differences).

Pixels used to derive a cost value are selected fromneigh-
boring blocks as shown in Fig. 8.

In spatial domain, cost function is defined in [21, 23] as:

F =
N−1∑

n=0

∣∣2Xn,−1 − Xn,−2 − Yn,0
∣∣

+
M−1∑

m=0

∣∣2Z−1,m − Z−2,m − Y0,m
∣∣ ,

where N andM is height and width of the block.

Table 2. Hypotheses check for three coefficients by reusing templates.

Hypothesis Calculation from template Reused to calculate

H+++ Prediction+T001 +T010 +T100 H++−,H+−+,H−++
H++− H+++-2T001 not reused
H+−+ H+++-2T010 H+−−
H+−− H+−+-2T001 not reused
H−++ H+++-2T100 H−−+
H−+− H−++-2T001 not reused
H−−+ H−++-2T010 H−−−
H−−− H−−+-2T001 not reused

In [22], it was proposed to optimize hypotheses checking
by using linear combination of pre-calculated templates to
obtain a cost function value. Each template is a set of recon-
structed pixels on the block boundary {Yn,0,Y0,m}, which
is obtained by selecting a single coefficient belonging to
a hypothesis and applying inverse transform to a matrix
having all the coefficients equal to zero except the selected
one. When calculating template, the absolute value of the
selected single coefficient is utilized, and its sign is inferred
in spatial domain by inverting signs of the template pixels
{Yn,0,Y0,m} (Table 2).

Additionally, document [23] proposes a differentmethod
to encode predicted signs (step 3 in Table 1). In the reference
software proposed together with [22], this modification was
implemented by introducing two lists of predicted signs
(modification of step 1 in Table 1).

Predicted signs belonging to these two lists are encoded
with different CABAC contexts. The following rules are
specified to populate these lists (see Fig. 9):

• First list is populated with signs of coefficients having
magnitude greater than a predefined threshold T1. The
total number of signs in the first list is constrained by
pre-defined value N;

• If the number of signs in the first list n is lesser than N,
the second list is being populated. The total number of
signs in the second list is constrained by (N − n) so that
the total number of signs in both lists does not exceed
N. Coefficients populating the second list are sorted by
their position in raster order, the magnitudes should not
be greater than T1.

The context to encode the sign is determined onwhether
it belongs to the first (L1) or to the second list (L2). Thus, this
context determination mechanism essentially differs from
step 3 in Table 1 that describes the single-context coding
technique [21].

I V . S IGN PRED ICT ION IN
TRANSFORM DOMA IN

A) Motivation
The main disadvantage of the RSP techniques described in
Section II is that they require inverse transform to perform
sign estimation, as the cost function F for selecting one of
the signs sets determined by a hypothesis being checked is
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Fig. 9. Usage of two lists of coefficients for CABAC context determination.

calculated by using the differences of pixel values. Despite
the presence of fast estimation methods, switching between
transform and space domains is computationally expen-
sive and is considered to be a significant drawback of these
methods.

Instead of performing inverse transform of residual sig-
nal to obtain reconstructed boundary pixels, we proposed to
perform 1D forward transform over the difference between
pixels adjacent to the current block and pixels of predic-
tion signal of the current block extrapolated to the area
of the neighboring pixels. According to Parseval’s identity,
SSD calculated in transform domain for orthogonal trans-
forms (such as DCT and DST) gives the same result as SSD
calculated in spatial-domain.

Generally, the idea of predicting a sign value in trans-
form domain is known (e.g., from [16–19]). This technique
extends this approach to be applicable for the residual signal
obtained after directional intra prediction. Additionally,

this technique is also applicable to the cases when adjacent
blocks are coded using transforms of different types.

B) Hypothesis checking in transform domain
As done in existing RSP method, this paper proposes to
encode sign prediction error with a CABAC context model
rather than in by-pass mode where each sign value is
assumed to be equiprobable. An overview of the hypothesis
checking process is shown in Fig. 10.

For the sake of simplicity, the only columnof the adjacent
block is shown in Fig. 10. Actually, the top row could also be
used for hypothesis checking.

The basic idea underlying the concept of transform-
domain sign prediction consists of estimating energy
of discontinuity on the block boundary in transform
domain without inverse transform of residual signal dur-
ing hypothesis checking. For this purpose, the impact of
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Fig. 10. Frequency-domain sign prediction concept.

prediction and residual signals on the energy of the discon-
tinuity is estimated separately.

It is worth noting that estimating discontinuity in trans-
form domain L1-norm will not be applicable since linear
transform preserves energy of the signals but not their
absolute values. Hence, rewriting cost estimation function
proposed in [3, 4] to use L2-norm, i.e. a sum of squared
differences (SSD), gives:

F =
N−1∑

n=0

(2Xn,−1 − Xn,−2 − Yn,0)
2

+
M−1∑

m=0

(2Z−1,m − Z−2,m − Y0,m)2,

where N and M are height and width of the block, respec-
tively.

Samples of reconstructed block could be represented as
a decomposition of prediction and residual components:

Yi,j = Pi,j + Ri,j,

where Pi,j are predicted samples, Ri,j are residuals in spatial
domain.

After substitution and rearrangement, residual signal in
spatial domain can be expressed explicitly:

F =
N−1∑

n=0

([2Xn,−1 − Xn,−2 − Pn,0] − Rn,0)
2

+
M−1∑

m=0

([2Z−1,m − Z−2,m − P0,m] − R0,m)2

Prediction component and neighboring samples are invari-
ant to residual sign manipulation, so it is reasonable to use
the following denotations:

Tn = [2Xn,−1 − Xn,−2 − Pn,0],

Vm = [2Z−1,m − Z−2,m − P0,m],

Qn = Rn,0, and Om = R0,m.

Applying Parseval’s identity, cost function could be esti-
mated in transform domain:

F =
N−1∑

n=0

(Tn − Qn)
2 +

M−1∑

m=0

(Vn − On)
2

≡
N−1∑

n=0

(tn − qn)2 +
M−1∑

m=0

(vm − om)2,

where tn = Trans1D(Tn), qn = Trans1D(Qn), vn =
Trans1D(Vn), on = Trans1D(On), Trans1D() is a 1D orthog-
onal transform.

Finally, we could calculate cost function, and, therefore,
predict signs of quantized transform coefficients in trans-
form domain. Moreover, there is no need to recalculate
cost function value per sign combination completely. It is
enough to just re-estimate its residual components, i.e. om
and qn.

C) Harmonization with transforms and SBH
The concept of sign prediction is to estimate and utilize
non-equality of the probabilities of the coefficients being
positive or negative. However, this concept is inapplicable
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to some of the blocks or coefficients because of interference
with other techniques.

One of the interfering techniques is a SBH that infers
the sign value of the first coefficient within a scan order of
a coding group composed of 16 transform coefficients. By
modifying the absolute values of quantized transform coef-
ficients within the group, the parity of their sum is being
controlled at the encoder side. The parity is interpreted by
a decoder as a sign bit of the first coefficient within this
group.However, SBHutilizes redundancy of a different kind
than Residual Sign Prediction does. Specifically, SBH uti-
lizes inefficiency of a scalar quantizer [24], while RSP (in
both spatial and transform domains) estimates discontinu-
ity with the neighboring blocks.

Thus, RSP could be harmonized with SBH by just ignor-
ing the coefficients the signs of which are hidden by SBH.
Since the nature of these two techniques is different, this
way of harmonization does not introduce overlap of com-
pression performance. Moreover, SBH is performed during

parsing process, while RSP is performed in decoding pro-
cess (because it requires at least restored coefficient values),
and therefore these techniques do not interfere and could be
used jointly. In the next section, simulation results confirm
that interference between these two techniques is small.

RSP techniques rely on the properties of transform that
is applied to the residual signal. If performed in spa-
tial domain, hypothesis check requires to perform inverse
transforms that are computationally exhaustive in case sec-
ondary transform is used. Introduction of non-separable
secondary transform (NSST) renders spatial-domain RSP
to be impractical, and transform-domain RSP to be impos-
sible. The latter technique utilizes the properties of Parse-
val’s identity that does not hold for NSST. Hence, the most
feasible way to harmonize an RSP techniquewith secondary
transforms is to skip blocks to which secondary transforms
are applied.

Enhanced multiple transform (EMT) is a less RSP-
abusing technique, since a selected transform is applied to a

Table 3. TDRSP performance over VTM1.0.

All Intra Main 10 Random Access Main 10 Low delay B Main 10 Low delay P Main 10

Y () U () V () Y () U () V () Y () U () V () Y () U () V ()

Tango 2 −1.99 −1.67 −1.32 −1.44 −1.21 −0.69
Food market 4 −2.15 −1.41 −1.37 −1.27 −1.12 −1.13
Camp fire −0.39 −0.53 −0.71 −0.61 −0.49 −0.41
Cat Robot 1 −1.49 −1.29 −1.16 −1.19 −1.01 −1.04
Daylight road 2 −1.34 −1.05 −1.27 −0.97 −0.44 −0.51
Park running 3 −0.77 −0.86 −1.00 −0.84 −0.78 −0.88
Market place −1.19 −0.86 −0.64 −0.92 −0.74 −0.73 −0.69 −0.12 −0.51 −0.83 −0.26 −0.40
Ritual dance −2.05 −1.54 −1.37 −1.77 −1.29 −1.15 −1.51 −1.34 −1.00 −1.62 −1.29 −1.30
Cactus −1.27 −1.00 −1.00 −1.23 −0.67 −1.10 −0.95 −0.15 −0.38 −1.11 −0.34 −0.56
Basketball drive −1.18 −1.05 −0.92 −1.12 −0.65 −0.55 −0.97 −0.11 −0.70 −1.02 −0.60 −0.59
BQ terrace −0.83 −0.70 −0.71 −0.61 −0.40 −0.89 −0.16 −0.07 0.36 −0.22 −0.02 −0.47
Basketball drill −0.89 −0.63 −1.07 −1.23 −1.07 −0.85 −1.22 −0.69 −0.85 −1.41 −0.90 −0.95
BQ mall −1.21 −1.03 −0.95 −0.89 −0.41 −1.34 −0.55 −0.50 0.00 −0.61 −0.38 −0.73
Party scene −0.46 −0.53 −0.51 −0.46 −0.54 −0.46 −0.25 −0.26 0.13 −0.26 −0.50 0.03
Race horses −0.76 −0.64 −0.83 −0.76 −0.37 −0.67 −0.61 −0.09 −0.20 −0.52 −0.45 −0.52
BasketballPass −1.02 −0.62 −1.11 −0.98 −0.45 −0.79 −0.70 −0.11 −0.71 −0.77 −0.90 −0.51
BQSquare −0.42 −0.52 −0.64 −0.12 −0.31 −1.64 −0.08 −0.46 0.48 −0.12 0.31 0.13
Blowing bubbles −0.52 −0.33 −0.64 −0.39 −0.64 −0.06 −0.40 −0.22 −0.29 −0.29 −0.31 0.14
Race horses −0.93 −0.68 −0.60 −0.79 −0.39 −0.75 −0.62 −0.36 0.38 −0.64 −0.27 −0.18
FourPeople −1.88 −1.24 −1.41 −0.81 −2.07 −1.73 −0.97 −0.75 −1.26
Johnny −1.74 −1.32 −1.40 −0.39 0.17 2.02 −0.56 −1.30 0.82
Kristen and Sara −1.81 −1.36 −1.34 −0.35 0.53 −0.32 −0.33 −0.33 0.75
Basketball drill text −0.79 −0.76 −0.84 −1.05 −0.69 −0.69 −1.01 −0.27 −0.70 −1.06 −1.13 −0.67
China speed −0.38 −0.31 −0.30 −0.34 0.06 −0.23 −0.15 −0.36 −0.50 −0.24 −0.34 −0.19
Slide editing −0.04 0.02 −0.07 0.04 0.00 −0.02 −0.08 −0.37 −0.19 −0.50 −0.88 −0.83
Slide show −0.75 −0.82 −0.89 −0.71 −0.05 −0.63 −1.02 −1.74 0.20 −0.54 −0.57 −0.58
Class A1 −1.51 −1.20 −1.13 −1.11 −0.94 −0.75
Class A2 −1.20 −1.07 −1.14 −1.00 −0.75 −0.81
Class B −1.30 −1.03 −0.93 −1.13 −0.75 −0.89 −0.86 −0.36 −0.45 −0.96 −0.50 −0.67
Class C −0.83 −0.71 −0.84 −0.83 −0.60 −0.83 −0.66 −0.39 −0.23 −0.70 −0.56 −0.54
Class E −1.81 −1.31 −1.38 −0.52 −0.46 −0.01 −0.62 −0.79 0.11

Overall −1.30 −1.04 −1.05 −1.02 −0.75 −0.83 −0.70 −0.39 −0.27 −0.79 −0.59 −0.43
Overall complexity
Enc 119 109 109 110
Dec 151 118 120 120
Class D −0.72 −0.53 −0.75 −0.57 −0.45 −0.81 −0.45 −0.29 −0.04 −0.46 −0.29 −0.10
Class F (optional) −0.49 −0.47 −0.52 −0.51 −0.17 −0.39 −0.56 −0.69 −0.30 −0.59 −0.73 −0.57
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residual signal only once (just as in conventional case), and
the transform is still orthogonal and separable. However,
in the case of TDRSP, the difference in transform type in
horizontal and vertical directions require special handling
when performing forward 1D-transform of the neighboring
area. Specifically, the transform type should be the same for
adjacent column of the neighbor block and vertical trans-
form or the residual signal, as well as for the adjacent row
of the upper block and horizontal transform of the residual
signal. Evidently, EMT signaling should precede transform
coefficients coding in the parsing process.

D) Impact on hardware complexity
TDRSP is computationally easier than any of spatial-
domain RSP method since it eliminates inverse transforms
that are a bottleneck of spatial-domain methods. The only
significant computational overhead of TDRSP consists in
applying two additional 1D forward transforms, for a col-
umn and a row of a block, respectively. Another drawback

of TDRSP is in its incompatibility with secondary trans-
forms that leads to significant performance degradation on
intra-slices where secondary transforms are enabled.

The major bottleneck for both spatial and transform-
domain methods of RSP is in their inherent dependency
between inverse transform and block prediction (both intra
and inter). In fact, inverse transform process requires pre-
diction signal of the neighboring block to infer signs, which
introduces additional delay and makes it almost impossi-
ble to perform inverse transforms in parallel. Removal of
dependency from the neighboring block (e.g. by modifying
cost function to minimize residual energy on the bound-
ary instead of discontinuity estimation) can eliminate the
source of redundancy for RSP and TDRSP. However, this
will lead to a total loss of coding performance.

E) Experimental results
TDRSP technique has been implemented and tested in the
test model reference software for next-generation video

Table 4. TDRSP performance over VTM1.0, TDRSP applied only to intra-coded blocks.

All Intra Main 10 Random Access Main 10 Low delay B Main 10 Low delay P Main 10

Y () U () V () Y () U () V () Y () U () V () Y () U () V ()

Tango 2 −1.99 −1.67 −1.32 −0.75 −0.86 −0.41
Food market 4 −2.15 −1.41 −1.37 −0.71 −0.70 −0.72
Camp fire −0.39 −0.53 −0.71 −0.35 −0.31 −0.25
Cat robot 1 −1.49 −1.29 −1.16 −0.64 −0.45 −0.54
Daylight road 2 −1.34 −1.05 −1.27 −0.64 −0.20 −0.40
Park running 3 −0.77 −0.86 −1.00 −0.31 −0.29 −0.36
Market place −1.19 −0.86 −0.64 −0.47 −0.31 −0.41 −0.19 −0.01 −0.09 −0.36 −0.10 −0.33
Ritual dance −2.05 −1.54 −1.37 −1.05 −0.60 −0.53 −0.53 −0.58 −0.62 −0.67 −0.65 −0.84
Cactus −1.27 −1.00 −1.00 −0.66 −0.39 −0.71 −0.21 0.23 0.12 −0.29 0.08 0.01
Basketball drive −1.18 −1.05 −0.92 −0.62 −0.37 −0.31 −0.20 0.11 −0.59 −0.36 −0.38 −0.38
BQ terrace −0.83 −0.70 −0.71 −0.47 −0.23 −0.53 −0.05 −0.51 1.38 −0.08 1.07 1.68
Basketball drill −0.89 −0.63 −1.07 −0.57 −0.59 −0.47 −0.12 −0.11 0.14 −0.33 −0.62 0.47
BQ mall −1.21 −1.03 −0.95 −0.53 0.04 −0.77 −0.11 −0.50 0.01 −0.17 −0.22 −0.63
Party scene −0.46 −0.53 −0.51 −0.25 −0.23 −0.19 −0.10 −0.08 0.06 −0.03 −0.60 0.13
Race horses −0.76 −0.64 −0.83 −0.39 −0.08 −0.32 −0.15 0.00 0.01 −0.17 −0.26 −0.33
Basketball pass −1.02 −0.62 −1.11 −0.50 −0.33 −0.66 −0.07 −0.19 −0.48 −0.25 −0.77 −0.40
BQ square −0.42 −0.52 −0.64 −0.17 0.01 −1.86 −0.02 −0.63 −0.29 0.00 −0.25 0.90
Blowing bubbles −0.52 −0.33 −0.64 −0.22 −0.16 −0.01 −0.09 −0.07 0.16 0.01 −0.49 0.46
Race horses −0.93 −0.68 −0.60 −0.34 −0.16 −0.45 −0.17 0.01 0.45 −0.09 0.29 −0.28
Four people −1.88 −1.24 −1.41 −0.21 −1.60 −1.30 −0.37 −0.13 −0.46
Johnny −1.74 −1.32 −1.40 0.01 0.93 1.48 −0.32 −1.11 0.79
Kristen and Sara −1.81 −1.36 −1.34 0.11 0.75 −0.07 −0.07 0.21 0.21
Basketball drill text −0.79 −0.76 −0.84 −0.45 −0.47 −0.31 −0.15 −0.48 0.02 −0.29 −0.53 0.10
China speed −0.38 −0.31 −0.30 −0.20 0.00 −0.30 −0.02 −0.14 −0.44 −0.02 −0.24 −0.36
Slide editing −0.04 0.02 −0.07 0.08 0.01 −0.01 −0.21 −0.54 −0.36 −0.45 −0.72 −0.76
Slide show −0.75 −0.82 −0.89 −0.61 0.02 −0.56 −0.55 −0.03 −1.62 −0.03 −1.71 −0.54
Class A1 −1.51 −1.20 −1.13 −0.60 −0.62 −0.46
Class A2 −1.20 −1.07 −1.14 −0.53 −0.31 −0.43
Class B −1.30 −1.03 −0.93 −0.65 −0.38 −0.50 −0.24 −0.15 0.04 −0.35 0.00 0.03
Class C −0.83 −0.71 −0.84 −0.43 −0.21 −0.44 −0.12 −0.17 0.06 −0.17 −0.43 −0.09
Class E −1.81 −1.31 −1.38 −0.03 0.03 0.04 −0.25 −0.35 0.18

Overall −1.30 −1.04 −1.05 −0.56 −0.37 −0.46 −0.15 −0.11 0.04 −0.27 −0.23 0.03
Overall complexity
Enc 119 105 104 105
Dec 151 112 109 111
Class D −0.72 −0.53 −0.75 −0.31 −0.16 −0.74 −0.09 −0.22 −0.04 −0.08 −0.30 0.17
Class F (optional) −0.49 −0.47 −0.52 −0.29 −0.11 −0.29 −0.24 −0.30 −0.60 −0.20 −0.80 −0.39
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Table 5. TDRSP performance over BMS 1.0.

All Intra Main 10 Random Access Main 10 Low delay B Main 10 Low delay P Main 10

Y () U () V () Y () U () V () Y () U () V () Y () U () V ()

Tango 2 −0.68 −0.56 −0.56 −0.94 −0.50 −0.49
Food market 4 −0.75 −0.24 −0.43 −0.74 −0.51 −0.51
Campfire −0.22 −0.18 −0.28 −0.34 −0.28 −0.37
Cat robot 1 −0.48 −0.47 −0.45 −0.75 −0.82 −0.50
Daylight road 2 −0.51 −0.17 −0.50 −0.53 −0.07 −0.26
Park running 3 −0.28 −0.24 −0.30 −0.58 −0.69 −0.79
Market place −0.36 −0.24 −0.45 −0.62 −0.31 −0.46 −0.49 −0.60 −0.38 −0.45 −0.73 −0.74
Ritual dance −0.67 −0.38 −0.42 −1.05 −0.75 −0.81 −1.06 −0.73 −0.70 −1.10 −0.96 −0.58
Cactus −0.35 −0.34 −0.35 −0.72 −0.33 −0.59 −0.86 0.14 −0.16 −0.85 0.04 −0.54
Basketball drive −0.46 −0.19 −0.29 −0.68 −0.71 −0.58 −0.78 −0.28 −0.37 −0.82 −0.13 −0.39
BQ terrace −0.29 −0.34 −0.23 −0.21 0.36 −0.44 −0.10 −0.83 1.40 −0.19 −0.13 −0.47
Basketball drill −0.20 −0.31 −0.05 −0.78 −0.59 −0.54 −1.34 −0.14 −1.07 −1.24 −0.61 −1.25
BQ mall −0.49 −0.46 −0.47 −0.64 −0.57 −0.93 −0.47 −0.61 −0.21 −0.48 −0.18 −0.57
Party scene −0.15 −0.18 −0.26 −0.26 −0.55 −0.78 −0.22 −0.25 −0.81 −0.29 −0.61 −0.20
Race horses −0.21 −0.28 −0.29 −0.37 0.06 −0.66 −0.47 −0.13 0.07 −0.45 −0.79 −0.55
Basketball pass −0.31 −0.11 −0.18 −0.57 −0.69 −0.79 −0.63 −0.99 −0.70 −0.71 −0.33 −0.61
BQ square −0.16 −0.07 −0.10 −0.04 −0.07 −1.05 −0.05 1.86 −0.93 −0.01 0.67 0.71
Blowing bubbles −0.15 −0.27 −0.27 −0.24 −0.34 0.05 −0.18 −0.24 0.12 −0.12 −1.02 −0.47
Race horses −0.25 0.01 −0.16 −0.39 −0.53 −0.72 −0.54 −0.41 −0.27 −0.39 −0.19 −0.63
Four people −0.70 −0.51 −0.55 −0.61 −0.28 0.96 −0.63 −0.70 −1.14
Johnny −0.65 −0.43 −0.69 −0.60 −0.17 0.15 −0.15 0.12 −2.88
Kristen and Sara −0.61 −0.45 −0.41 −0.30 −1.40 −0.49 −0.59 −1.80 −0.67
Basketball drill text −0.24 −0.17 −0.17 −0.69 −0.50 −0.65 −0.78 −0.85 −0.40 −1.10 −1.06 −0.96
China speed −0.22 −0.44 −0.22 −0.16 0.14 0.03 −0.23 −0.59 −0.59 −0.37 −0.18 −0.14
Slide editing −0.04 −0.10 −0.11 0.02 −0.02 0.06 −0.17 −0.25 −0.35 0.41 0.60 0.59
Slide show −0.46 0.04 −0.76 −0.64 −0.86 0.06 −0.50 −0.72 3.28 −0.41 −0.49 −0.42
Class A1 −0.55 −0.32 −0.42 −0.67 −0.43 −0.46
Class A2 −0.42 −0.29 −0.42 −0.62 −0.52 −0.52
Class B −0.43 −0.30 −0.35 −0.66 −0.35 −0.57 −0.66 −0.46 −0.04 −0.68 −0.38 −0.54
Class C −0.26 −0.31 −0.27 −0.51 −0.41 −0.73 −0.62 −0.28 −0.51 −0.61 −0.55 −0.64
Class E −0.65 −0.47 −0.55 −0.50 −0.62 0.20 −0.46 −0.79 −1.56

Overall −0.45 −0.33 −0.39 −0.61 −0.42 −0.58 −0.61 −0.44 −0.14 −0.60 −0.54 −0.83
Overall complexity
Enc 109 107 107 108
Dec 121 110 112 112
Class D −0.22 −0.11 −0.18 −0.31 −0.41 −0.63 −0.35 0.05 −0.44 −0.31 −0.22 −0.25
Class F (optional) −0.24 −0.17 −0.31 −0.37 −0.31 −0.13 −0.42 −0.60 0.49 −0.37 −0.28 −0.23

coding standard VVC (VTM1.0) and the Benchmark Set
(BMS1.0) [25]. The experiments are conducted by using
the common test conditions for VVC development [26].
Bjøntegaard Delta (BD) rates are used to measure coding
performance improvement. As mentioned in [25], VTM1.0
only contain the basic coding block partitioning architec-
ture, using a quadtree with a nested multi-type tree. All
the additional coding tools, including EMT and NSST, are
included in the BMS1.0 software.

Coding performance results are given in Tables 3–6 [27].
As shown in Table 3, on top of VTM1.0, the proposed
TDRSP achieves 1.3, 1.0, and 0.7 luma BD rate on aver-
age, respectively, for All Intra, Random Access and Low
Delay B configurations. The coding gain is up to 2.2 and
1.8, respectively, for All Intra and Random Access config-
uration. Table 5 shows the coding gain of TDRSP on top
of BMS1.0. The coding gain becomes smaller due to the
conflict of TDRSP and NSST, as well as the interactions of
TDRSP with other coding tools in BMS1.0.

As mentioned in the previous sub-section, the RSP
method introduces additional dependency inverse transform

and block prediction (both intra and inter) and this fea-
ture may result in hardware implementation difficulty. To
alleviate the impact of this dependency, we also tested the
case that TDRSP only applied to intra-coded block. Tables 4
and 6 provide the coding performance for the case when
TDRSP is only applied to intra-coded block.

Table 7 gives the estimation of interference between SBH
and TDRSP.

Table 8 gives the per-sequence estimation of probabilities
of correct sign prediction using TDRSP method. Estima-
tion is performed separately for each EMT case, i.e. for each
combination of horizontal and vertical transform types. It is
shown that the estimation of sign value is quite accurate for
the coefficients with large magnitude.

V . CONCLUS ION

RSPmethods demonstrate significant and consistent coding
performance on various content, up to 2 of BD-rate gain
on some sequences. However, their inherent dependency
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Table 6. TDRSP performance over BMS1.0, TDRSP applied only to intra-coded blocks.

All Intra Main 10 Random Access Main 10 Low delay B Main 10 Low delay P Main 10

Y () U () V () Y () U () V () Y () U () V () Y () U () V ()

Tango 2 −0.68 −0.56 −0.56 −0.27 −0.23 −0.16
Food market 4 −0.75 −0.24 −0.43 −0.26 −0.23 −0.28
Campfire −0.22 −0.18 −0.28 −0.18 −0.14 −0.23
Cat robot 1 −0.48 −0.47 −0.45 −0.16 −0.31 0.09
Daylight road 2 −0.51 −0.17 −0.50 −0.20 0.00 −0.06
Park running 3 −0.28 −0.24 −0.30 −0.11 −0.10 −0.13
Market place −0.36 −0.24 −0.45 −0.20 0.04 −0.05 −0.09 −0.31 0.07 −0.09 −0.23 −0.48
Ritual dance −0.67 −0.38 −0.42 −0.29 −0.21 −0.23 −0.15 −0.10 −0.22 −0.24 −0.10 −0.12
Cactus −0.35 −0.34 −0.35 −0.20 −0.07 −0.23 −0.16 0.00 0.52 −0.18 −0.19 0.22
Basketball drive −0.46 −0.19 −0.29 −0.26 −0.25 −0.25 −0.12 −0.15 0.04 −0.16 0.00 −0.27
BQ terrace −0.29 −0.34 −0.23 −0.11 0.03 −0.15 −0.09 −1.06 −0.44 −0.07 0.28 −0.12
Basketball drill −0.20 −0.31 −0.05 −0.18 −0.35 −0.39 −0.17 0.07 −0.41 −0.25 0.14 −1.01
BQ mall −0.49 −0.46 −0.47 −0.19 −0.33 −0.87 −0.02 0.06 −0.16 −0.06 0.34 −0.23
Party scene −0.15 −0.18 −0.26 −0.01 −0.31 −0.51 0.05 0.12 −0.17 −0.05 −0.21 −0.21
Race horses −0.21 −0.28 −0.29 −0.04 0.37 0.01 −0.19 0.26 −0.06 −0.06 −0.18 −0.17
Basketball pass −0.31 −0.11 −0.18 −0.27 −0.69 −0.39 −0.04 −0.85 −0.28 −0.06 0.01 −0.05
BQ square −0.16 −0.07 −0.10 −0.12 −0.28 −1.28 0.15 −0.17 −2.65 −0.21 0.97 0.09
Blowing bubbles −0.15 −0.27 −0.27 −0.06 −0.16 −0.12 −0.11 0.10 −0.38 0.11 −0.68 −0.52
Race horses −0.25 0.01 −0.16 −0.03 −0.09 −0.14 −0.09 0.13 −0.08 −0.09 −0.34 −0.47
Four people −0.70 −0.51 −0.55 −0.19 −0.33 1.38 −0.13 −0.24 −0.12
Johnny −0.65 −0.43 −0.69 −0.37 −0.13 0.10 −0.20 0.03 −1.09
Kristen and Sara −0.61 −0.45 −0.41 −0.23 −0.57 −0.80 −0.16 −1.92 −1.30
Basketball drill text −0.24 −0.17 −0.17 −0.10 −0.03 −0.24 0.10 0.06 −0.19 −0.16 −0.48 −0.21
China speed −0.22 −0.44 −0.22 −0.03 0.30 0.12 −0.04 −0.35 −0.56 −0.11 0.00 0.02
Slide editing −0.04 −0.10 −0.11 0.03 −0.01 0.11 0.15 0.25 0.43 0.63 0.68 0.61
Slide show −0.46 0.04 −0.76 −0.48 −0.72 0.27 0.01 0.64 1.79 −0.32 −1.30 −0.23
Class A1 −0.55 −0.32 −0.42 −0.24 −0.20 −0.22
Class A2 −0.42 −0.29 −0.42 −0.16 −0.14 −0.03
Class B −0.43 −0.30 −0.35 −0.21 −0.09 −0.18 −0.12 −0.32 0.00 −0.15 −0.05 −0.15
Class C −0.26 −0.31 −0.27 −0.10 −0.15 −0.44 −0.08 0.13 −0.20 −0.10 0.02 −0.40
Class E −0.65 −0.47 −0.55 −0.26 −0.34 0.23 −0.16 −0.71 −0.83

Overall −0.45 −0.33 −0.39 −0.18 −0.14 −0.23 −0.15 −0.18 −0.01 −0.14 −0.19 −0.41
Overall complexity
Enc 109 104 103 103
Dec 122 107 106 107
Class D −0.22 −0.11 −0.18 −0.12 −0.30 −0.48 −0.02 −0.20 −0.85 −0.06 −0.01 −0.24
Class F (optional) −0.24 −0.17 −0.31 −0.15 −0.12 0.07 0.06 0.15 0.37 0.01 −0.28 0.05

Table 7. TDRSP performance over IFVC1.0, TDRSP applied only to intra-coded blocks.

SBH TDRSP SBH+TDRSP

Random Access Main 10 Random Access Main 10 Random Access Main 10

Y () U () V () Y () U () V () Y () U () V ()

Market place −0.53 −0.62 −0.04 −0.99 −0.41 −0.71 −1.31 −1.01 −0.53
Ritual dance −0.34 −1.88 −1.35 −2.05 −2.44 −1.49 −2.43 −2.65 −2.49
Cactus −0.48 −1.49 −1.03 −1.29 −1.38 −1.06 −1.07 −1.31 −1.15
Basketball drive −0.49 −0.76 −0.71 −0.47 −0.85 −0.97 −0.84 −1.25 −1.04
BQ terrace 0.23 −0.86 −2.29 −0.63 0.41 0.24 −0.72 −1.33 −0.79
Basketball drill −0.32 −0.44 0.23 −1.10 −1.36 −0.01 −0.89 −1.37 −1.29
BQ mall −0.30 −1.17 −0.15 −0.98 −0.88 −0.74 −1.05 −1.52 −1.29
Party scene −0.61 −1.90 −1.35 −0.49 −0.90 −0.51 −0.75 −1.40 −1.41
Race horses −0.48 −0.35 −1.46 −0.68 −0.83 −0.45 −0.91 −1.35 −1.03
Basketball pass −0.90 0.23 0.85 −0.68 0.08 1.58 −0.77 −1.15 −1.38
BQ square −0.28 −1.98 −1.54 −1.14 1.07 2.09 −1.27 −1.42 −1.02
Blowing bubbles −0.50 −1.57 −0.53 −0.51 −1.87 0.98 −0.96 −1.40 −1.56
Race horses −0.50 −1.21 −0.59 −0.74 −1.71 −0.88 −1.32 −1.69 −1.86
Class B −0.32 −1.12 −1.08 −0, 99 −0.93 −0.80 −1.27 −1.51 −1.20
Class C −0.43 −0.96 −0.68 −0.41 −0.99 −0.43 −0.90 −1.41 −1.25
Class D −0.55 −1.13 −0.45 −0.59 −0.61 0.94 −1.08 −1.42 −1.45
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Table 8. Per-sequence estimation of probability of correct sign prediction TDRSP performance in Random access mode.

High amp, Low amp., High amp, Low amp., High amp, Low amp., High amp, Low amp., High amp, Low amp.,
DCT2/ DCT2/ DCT8/ DCT8/ DCT2/ DCT2/ DST7/ DST7/ DST7/ DST7/

Class Sequence DCT2 () DCT2 () DCT8 () DCT8 () DST7 () DST7 () DCT8 () DCT8 () DST7 () DST7 ()

UHD FoodMarket4 95.25 85.15 93.61 83.87 95.24 82.60 95.52 85.71 92.81 88.76
CatRobot 90.32 81.67 83.99 75.96 85.80 77.28 84.55 76.21 88.13 77.13
DaylightRoad2 86.77 77.76 80.43 71.84 82.21 72.19 82.38 72.13 84.32 74.48
ParkRunning3 83.35 76.86 76.72 67.17 77.73 68.15 77.01 67.90 81.94 69.99
CampfireParty2 81.57 77.28 74.45 68.85 76.74 68.75 75.44 67.72 79.96 68.13

HD BQTerrace 79.12 60.66 75.03 56.89 76.21 59.51 76.37 57.27 75.18 59.66
RitualDance 90.02 84.63 84.23 75.80 85.04 77.60 85.70 76.71 83.99 79.69
MarketPlace 85.58 76.30 79.55 69.32 80.17 67.85 80.19 69.16 84.87 73.99
BasketballDrive 84.86 76.16 78.31 67.49 78.00 67.10 81.18 69.14 81.12 74.76
Cactus 85.39 76.69 76.93 67.49 79.23 68.40 79.61 67.85 81.08 71.37

C BasketballDrill 88.68 79.04 84.59 70.89 84.52 74.48 85.20 75.00 83.02 80.00
BQMall 79.83 69.94 76.15 63.50 77.00 66.41 77.86 63.52 78.07 64.74
PartyScene 75.43 67.62 74.16 65.91 72.63 65.12 72.75 62.06 69.42 58.14
RaceHorses 82.82 78.27 76.73 71.76 78.03 69.78 77.24 69.93 76.94 75.14

D BasketballPass 77.92 64.35 77.15 54.86 73.38 57.14 79.40 72.04 77.52 76.19
BQSquare 78.47 61.13 77.51 66.46 75.58 58.97 75.20 48.00 70.61 40.00
BlowingBubbles 81.93 71.81 80.29 70.04 78.77 71.59 79.49 63.64 77.03 72.50
RaceHorses 84.15 72.00 80.32 68.75 80.05 67.76 81.83 68.59 83.15 73.47

between inverse transform and prediction processes imply
serious limitations on hardware design. These limitations
prevent RSP and TDRSP from being widely adopted in
state-of-the-art video coding.

The effect of the implied interdependency between
inverse transform and prediction is less critical in software
implementations thus making RSP feasible for them.
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